Physical Therapy Software
BuyerView Report
Insight into today’s software buyer

Abstract

In 2013, Software Advice talked to over 800 physical therapy practices
considering a medical software purchase. We tapped into the data from those
conversations to answer some key questions:

• What applications are physical therapists most interested in purchasing?
• Why are practices buying physical therapy for the first time?
• Why are practices replacing existing physical therapy software?
• What features are physical therapists looking for in medical software?

More Practices Prefer Cloud-Based Software
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Although the majority of buyers we talked to (64%) stated no deployment
preference, those with a preference strongly preferred Cloud-based software.

Practices Want Software that Improves Organization

Improve organization / efficiency
Move away from paper
Improve speed
Comply with government regulations
Need better integration
Modernize
Save money
Need more robust solution
Need PT-specific solution
Want to improve coordination
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Topping the list of reasons physical therapists are purchasing medical software is to
improve organization and efficiency. Moving away from paper is a close second.

Most Buyers Are Replacing Existing Software or Paper (or Both)
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Most of the practices we spoke with were already using commercial medical
software (sometimes in combination with paper) that they wanted to replace.

Reasons for Replacing Existing Software

Too cumbersome / slow
Need better integration
Improve organization / efficiency
Comply with government regulations
Too expensive
Too generic / not PT-specific
Need more robust solution
Outdated system
Want a Web-based solution
Improve ease of use
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Practices replacing existing medical software are looking for faster systems, better
integration with other applications and physical therapy-specific features.

Reasons for First-Time Software Purchases

Improve organization / efficiency
Move away from paper
Reduce manual work
Comply with government regulations
Modernize
Improve speed
Need more robust solution
Want more control
Save money
Being forced to
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Among practices purchasing medical software for the first time, improved
organization and reduced manual work topped the list of reasons for the purchase.

Physical Therapists are Looking for Integrated Suites
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Integrated suite
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Most of the buyers we talked to were looking for software suites that integrate
electronic medical records (EMR) with practice management applications.

Scheduling Is the Most Requested Application

Scheduling
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Most of the buyers we talked to were looking for scheduling. Many were also
looking for EMR and/or medical billing software, often in integrated suites.

90%

EMR Is the Most Requested Stand-Alone Application
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Among those buyers purchasing best-of-breed software, EMR was the mostrequested stand-alone application, followed closely by medical billing.

Most Requested Physical Therapy Software Attributes

Intuitive / User-friendly / Simple
Mobile support
Customization / PT-specific features
Templates
Plan of care / assessment tracking
Robust reporting
ICD-10 / Meaningful Use compliance
Patient reminders
Integration with other software
Eligibility checks
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Many buyers we spoke to expressed interest in something “simple” or “intuitive.”
Mobile support for smartphones and tablets was also a top request.

Distribution of Our Sample
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Solo practice
2-5 therapists
6-10 therapists
>10 therapists

The buyers we speak to represent the smaller end of the market, with most
coming from solo physical therapy practices.

Learn More About Physical Therapy Software
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Get Free Quotes

Get free price quotes on top
PT software

Get Free Demos

Get unbiased reviews & free
demos on top PT software
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Software Advice™ is a trusted resource for software buyers. The company's
website, www.softwareadvice.com, provides detailed reviews, comparisons and
research to help organizations choose the right software. Meanwhile, the company’s
team of software analysts provide free telephone consultations to help each
software buyer identify systems that best fit their needs. In the process, Software
Advice connects software buyers and sellers, generating high-quality opportunities
for software vendors.

